For All Recording Secretaries

By Anna Von Reitz

Thanks to a lot of recent misinformation, slander, and other hostile activities, some people are writing in and asking to cancel their affiliations with TASA.

The answer to this request and all others like it is simply to inform the person making the request that you cannot change a public record that they created and that all original documents should have already been returned to them.

If they wish to change their political status back to that of a British Territorial U.S. Citizen or to that of a Municipal franchise CITIZEN, all they need to do is to send a notarized copy of their renunciation of American State National/State Citizen status, and they will be considered "stateless" from now on and not owed any consideration from, or as a result of, being born in a State of the Union.

You may charge a nominal fee for recording their renunciation or your Assembly may choose to do it for free.

We urge everyone to think carefully about it -- and whether or not they have a natural allegiance to the British Monarch or the Pope that would dictate such a choice, because renunciation of one's estate as an American represents a serious loss of Constitutional Guarantees and property interests.

It is, nonetheless, up to each individual.

They can notify the appropriate District Assembly by attending their District Assembly meetings or registering to vote in their District Assembly elections.

-----------------------------------
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